Police shoot Honduran student rioters

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (UPI) - Rifle carrying police yesterday opened fire on a student mob demonstrating outside the presidential palace here. President Osvaldo Lopez Arellano was not aware of it his aides said.

Radio Hanoi said the upsurge of fighting across South Vietnam yesterday of the "fantastic" panorama of jagged mountains and gaping craters they expect to see on their record 32 orbit trip around the moon.

Pangborn Hall's No. 70, as well as the nineteen other karts entered, are making final laps in preparation for Saturday's Grand Prix.
Lowenstein: ‘Not enough effort’

by Cliff Wintrode

Freshman Congressman Allard Lowenstein, 5th Congressional district Nassau, Long Island, solemnly told a Washington Hall audience last night that "if we don’t make use of the processes contained in the First Amendment, then we are fools."

The bespectacled representative who was the recipient of enthusiastic support from Notre Dame and St. Mary’s last fall, continued in a deadly serious manner that "what is at stake is what we love next to liberty and life the best."

Lowenstein acknowledged this collegiate campaigning done on his behalf saying, "I owe my election to Notre Dame. I am here to pay a political debt."

He was brought to the campus by the Institute of Non-violence and his talk centered around the non-violent resolution of political differences and the implementation of political decisions by the electorate.

He reminded the audience that students who would violate the First Amendment are not our "allies" but have either "taken leave of their senses" or "completely abandoned their principles."

He cited the efforts of the ordinary citizens last year "against all prophecies" to show that the United States can be made to be responsible "through elective pressures." The efforts, so successful earlier in hastening the retirement plans of Lyndon Johnson, were "intercepted in mid-air" by the assassination of Bobby Kennedy.

This tragedy coupled with the events of the Democratic Convention resulted in a "peculiarly confused people" in respect to their faith in the legislative process.

Lowenstein added that the country is presently in a "pick step in the wrong direction" and only a commitment by the people in "electoral democracy" as shown last year, using last year as a positive stance showing "it could be done," can reverse the priorities accorded our needs in the nation.

He described the Safeguard system as protection from a "mad Chinese dictator" that when in 1973 the Chinese possess missiles capable of attacking the U.S. (at least six, perhaps a few more), he will be so hell bent on the "suicide" of China that he will immediately launch a missile attack at the U.S.

In fact, this attempt will be the more suicidal in that a "nine to twelve month" wait will yield the mad Chinaman missiles capable of penetrating the ABM shield.

There will be an organizational meeting at 1 pm today in the ballroom of the LaFortune Student Center concerning a movement to request that this spring’s commencement exercises be made an authorized protest of the Vietnam war.


Ship Your Baggage By Air Freight
- It’s Cheaper

Bring Your Baggage To Stepan Center  - May 26 to June 3 -
Empty Packing Cartons For Sale
Hand Trucks For Moving Your Trunk
See Your Room Flyers For Details
Served By United – North Central – Alleghany Airlines

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS APARTMENTS

A new concept in student living

THESE APARTMENT BUILDINGS ARE LOCATED JUST SOUTH OF THE CAMPUS ON NOTRE DAME AVENUE. EACH APARTMENT IS DESIGNED FOR FOUR STUDENTS AND IS COMPLETELY MODERN IN EVERY DETAIL.

SOME OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
- Private Patios and Balconies
- Air Conditioning
- Kitchen with Range, Refrigerator and Garbage Disposals.
- Cooking Utensils, Dishes, Silverware, etc.
- Wall to Wall Carpeting
- Party Bar
- Soundproof Construction
- Predrilled for T.V., Phone
- Lighted/Paved Parking Area
- Completely Furnished

SUMMER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW
NOTRE DAME AVENUE APARTMENTS
-For Rental Information- Call - 272-5525
The dimensions of this picture are broadened further by the fact that an investment climate is generated that begins to attract other major enterprises to the host country in broader diversification.

The simple truth is, Mr. Clark, that the modern multi-national corporation, disciplined by the profit and loss risk, is the only mechanism capable of creating, implementing and managing change. Accordingly it is through its operations that rapid social and economic development will occur in the emerging nations. Don’t you agree that its position is justified?

Sincerely,

Russell DeYoung, Chairman
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

In direct consequence the host country’s GNP is increased; tax revenues swelled, local manufacturing stimulated, local employment expanded broadly with a wide range of new jobs, and local consumer needs satisfied—which is of crucial importance in conserving foreign reserves or foreign exchange credits.

Similarly, the impact of these operations upon local living standards cannot be dismissed casually. For many it has meant the incredible step forward from “bare-survival” existence to a viable way of life. To an inordinate number this can be as basic as obtaining an adequate supply of potable water, treatment of diseases we’ve forgotten about in this country, sufficient food, and at least literacy level education.
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They wish they had him back

NEW YORK (UPI) - It takes a while for the shock to hit.

In Mickey Mantle's case, it took a little longer. Nearly two months. Then it hit him all at once. But hard.

The phrase makes romantics normally might guess that it was going to hit him anywhere but in Dallas or maybe during a visit to Yankee Stadium, but they'd all be dead wrong because that wasn't the way it was at all.

All at once it hit him. That fact has sunk in by now.

It has sunk in with Mantle, it has sunk in with his wife, Mantle's pal Billy Martin, his former teammate, and it certainly has sunk in with the Yankees. The kids Mickey Mantle, who could never get over a corker turned in not long ago by Mickey, Jr.

Mantle doesn't remember whom he was talking to at the time of what he was talking about but he does remember one thing vividly. And how to handle it.

"For the first time," he says, "it really dawned on me that I always eat up the inventory of his life and I always eat up the inventory of the inventory of his life."

But times have changed and so has Mickey Mantle. He's doing fine now financially with his Mickey Mantle's Men's Shops, which show 51 percent of its sales are men's and the rest are women's. And more golf, of course. And more boys has done, nor does he usually get worked up too much over a base hit. "It's just a baseball hit," he says in his pleasant Southern voice.

He feels Martin could wind up being Manager of the Year.

"I could've told you 10 years ago that Billy would be a great manager," he says. "And now he's one of the best."

"I could've told you 10 years ago that Billy would be a great manager some day," Mantle says. "He's a lot like Ralph Houk. He's a great baseball person."

And that's why he feels Martin could wind up being Manager of the Year. "He's a great baseball person."

Mantle is no longer officially connected with baseball but it will "take the bad days. There were times when I knew what had to be 18 years in a baseball uniform, it's a little strange not to be doing them every day," he says. "Really, I should've quit after 18 years."

But times have changed and so has Mickey Mantle. He's doing fine now financially with his Mickey Mantle's Men's Shops, which show 51 percent of its sales are men's and the rest are women's. And more golf, of course. And more

"When I was a boy, I used to read the newspaper and check the boxscores. Nowadays, you just try a little too much over a catch by a centerfielder because he has made a couple himself, but he still can't get over a comer turned in not long ago by Mickey, Jr."

"It's just a baseball hit," he says in his pleasant Southern voice.
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